
Select a color
Specify one of our durable powder 
coating finishes with your order:

Gloss White (MW), Textured Black (TB), A-dec Tan (T), 
Pelton Putty (P), and Quartz Gray (QG)

MW TPTB QG

Need a custom solution? 
Contact your ICW Rep 
for more information.

The Ultra 550 LCD arm with Paralink interface allows the full 
articulation of the LCD and keyboard. It extends 46.1" (117.09cm) 
from the mount to the tip of the keyboard tray. It folds up tightly 
against the wall when not in use. A knob next to the monitor 
tightens it into position. The monitor can be adjusted 5" (12.7cm) 
vertically on the slide rail. The keyboard height is a one-handed 
adjustment making it easy to suit each user.
 
Machined from billet aluminum, the unit is powder coated for 
a durable, lasting finish. Hand assembly ensures that a quality 
product is shipped to you.

Ultra 550 LCD/Keyboard Mount
UL550-W3-KPP-A2-QG
UL550-W2-A1
UL550-T36-KUP-A1

PRODUCT SHEET

Highlights
• 11" (27.94cm) and 20" (50.8cm) extension arms
• Available in desk, wall, pole, and wall track 

mounts
• Several fold-up keyboard tray options available

Ergonomic lift and stow

Desk, wall, pole or 
 wall track mount system

SOLID SUPPORT
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5" (12.7cm) 360° 50° 180°

 Finish: Gray, black or medical white
 Weight capacity: 28 lbs (12.7 kg)
 Vertical adjustment range: 5" (12.7cm)
 Keyboard tray size: 20" x 10"
 Maximum reach: 46.1" (117.09cm)
 Minimum profile: 11.8" (29.97cm)
 Arm swivel at mount: 180°
 Screen swivel: 360°
 Screen tilt: 50°
 VESA interface: 75mm and 100mm

(Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included)

UL550-T36-KUP-A1UL550-W2-A1

Flip up 
keyboard tray

Slide out mouse tray
on both sides

180° of swivel

11" and 20" 
extension arms

Monitor height 
adjustment

5” (12.7cm) of 
parallel tray height 

adjustment
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